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**Customer Reviews**

Getting in shape just lifting this book. Just kidding. Book has over 800 pages, really covers many problems with very good examples.

We bought this book to supplement my daughter's math instruction and homework which were weak when she was in 5th grade. Not sure if it was the teacher or curriculum (or combo of both), but she was not being challenged. This book provided more challenging problems and better prepared her for 6th grade math at the more rigorous school we moved her to.

There is a reason why Russians, Germans, Chinese are good at math. My son goes to private school and uses this book. It is clearly superior to non-existent math of Common Core. It is also better than other texts I've seen, but it is really bad and if your kid manages to learn math well using this book, it must be a really gifted child. Programs that Russians are using are oriented at success for everyone, not just gifted kids. Why I don't like the book: 1) the topics; why 11-year old needs box-and-wiskers diagram especially the way presented in this book? Why do we need to know compounded interest when we haven't learn simple problems "One car is driving from NY, another
from Boston towards each other ..."2) The way topics are presented. There are easy way to present material and there is a Saxon way. I have two MS degrees and I don't want to read explanation of material I already know. Imagine how excited 11-y.o. to read it3) When Russians learn new material, there would be considerable number of examples to internalise the material, then there will be fewer problems, and then material will be repeated and knowledge will be deepen; Saxon gives ONE (I'm not kidding) problem in the chapter on new material, then one more next day, then in a few days one more. If the child didn't do the first one correct, the child will never learn. To understand complex concepts with such approach is practically impossible4) Size; this one is minor, but common! we're not doing weight lifting; my kid is 60 lbs

I was disappointed in the condition of the math book. For the price I paid, I thought it would look newer. The cover is quite worn as are the edges of the pages. There is some writing on a few pages. However the book is useable, and that is a plus.

Great condition. Received as advertised.

Book was is great condition.

Very goodvbook with all the math practice you need for a 5th grader. My daughter enjoyed working with the book.

This book was in very good condition. It helps me in tutoring my granddaughter. Thanks.
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